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• Established by statute; not a govt agency

• 17 voting members from ME, NH, MA, RI, 
CT, plus the NOAA RA

• 19 administrative and technical staff 
based in Newburyport, MA

• Deliberative body, public meetings
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New England Fishery 

Management Council

More information: www.nefmc.org



Core Council function – FMP development

� Fishery management plans for groundfish, whiting, 
Atlantic herring, scallops, skates, red crab, monkfish

� Measures developed by the Council and approved/ 
implemented by NOAA Fisheries

� Management tools: annual catch limits and 
accountability measures, limited entry, gear and area 
restrictions, possession limits, closed seasons, etc.

� 15 required provisions of FMPs, including measures 
necessary to prevent overfishing and rebuild 
overfished stocks; additional discretionary provisions
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Offshore Wind in the 

Northeast Region
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• Bureau of Ocean Energy Management 
(BOEM) = lead federal agency

• States also play an important role in 
procurement and permitting

• BOEM is not required to formally 
consult with the Council, but we are 
engaged due to concerns about effects 
on fish, fish habitats, and fisheries

• Planning is now underway for Gulf of 
Maine through the GOM Regional Task 
Force

15 lease areas in federal 

waters between MA-NC, 

projects in various stages of 

development



� Coordinated through the Council’s habitat program

� BOEM staff attend Council and other meetings

� Provide updates, answer questions, and solicit feedback

� Council will participate in BOEM’s Gulf of Maine Task Force process

� Council interacts with OSW developers through public meetings, staff to staff

� Developer presentations at Habitat Committee/Council meetings

� Fisheries Liaisons attend advisory panel meetings across our FMPs

� Councils post developer notices on joint wind website

� Council engages with Responsible Offshore Development Alliance through 
workshops, information sharing, publicizing RODA initiatives and events

NEFMC OSW coordination and outreach
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� Council is not considered a cooperating agency 

� However, often send letters to BOEM during public comment periods

� 15 letters on renewable energy since 2011; 10 during 2018-2020 (link) 

� Generally encourage open, participatory development, fisheries engagement

� NEFMC offshore energy policies guide our comments (link)

� Currently considering updates given differences fixed to floating technology

� NOAA Fisheries, MAFMC, and NEFMC share information/updates via 
NOAA regional wind team

� Complex process, hard to keep track of it all

� Participation on team is helpful for tracking development, sharing expertise

Comments to BOEM – the permitting/NEPA process
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The Responsible 
Offshore Science 
Alliance (ROSA) is:

“a partnership formed 
by fishermen and 
offshore wind leaders, 
in collaboration with 
federal and state 
management experts, 
to enhance scientific 
understanding 
necessary to support 
the coexistence of wind 
energy development 
and sustainable 
fisheries”

� NEFMC supports

� Effective pre- and post-construction assessment of fishery resources 
in lease areas

� Robust analysis of impacts of OSW projects, including cumulative 
effects analysis

� Research priorities

� Council has provided input on BOEM’s science priorities through 
their Environmental Studies Program, and has identified some of its 
own research priorities related to OSW

� Offshore wind research also happening at the U.S. Department of 
Energy, Wind Energy Technologies Office (WETO), National 
Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL)

� Substantial body of work from Europe; new ICES working group 
to explore shared lessons for fisheries

� Council will participate in ROSA activities

OSW science and monitoring
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Joint MAFMC-

NEFMC Website
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http://www.mafmc.org/northeast-offshore-wind

• Notices to fishermen
• Comment 

opportunities and 
meetings

• Links and resources
• Council comment 

letters



Fisheries operational concerns

� Reduced ability of fishing vessels to operate in wind farms 
depending on location and spacing of turbines

� Could affect both fishing and transit

� Fishing within floating arrays may be impossible given mooring 
lines between turbine and seabed and electrical cables between 
turbines 

� Potential for interaction with export cables on/in seabed; issue for 
trawls and dredges 

� Safety and radar issues: possibility of allision with turbines, 
implications for search and rescue

� Recreational fishing opportunities

� Are wind turbines a positive or negative?
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Conservation concerns
� Protection of habitats, natural resources within spatial 

management areas. In the GOM:

� Cashes Ledge and WGOM Closure Areas

� Habitat Management Areas, EFH generally

� Deep-sea coral management areas

� Potential for sub-lethal effects on fish due to noise, 
mechanical disturbance, electromagnetic fields 

� Habitat conversion from soft to hard bottom due to scour 
protection measures around foundations

� Changes to wind fields and oceanographic conditions

� Measuring changes in fish stocks is already challenging; 
installation of wind turbines will affect fisheries surveys, 
making this more challenging
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A complex issue
� Fishery management areas 

distributed throughout the region

� Change in response to stock and 
environmental conditions

� Fishing occurs throughout the 
GOM

� Grounds and species shift in 
importance over time

� Challenging to interpret past 
effort data given these 
complexities

� Long time horizon for OSW 
projects, which operate ~25 yrs
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For scale:

MA/RI lease areas = 2,485 mi2

CAII = 2,650 mi2

ME lobster zone A = 2,064 mi2

CAII

MA/RI leases

Zone A



Additional thoughts

� We don’t know where wind farms might be sited in the Gulf of Maine

� We don’t know how fishing activity will be affected

� There are no plans to prohibit fishing in wind farms elsewhere in the 
northeast; but this doesn’t mean there won’t be practical limitations

� There are no commercial-scale floating wind farms anywhere in the world to 
look to as examples

� Your expertise is valuable – you know your fishing grounds. Consider:

� Participating in BOEM’s GOM task force process

� Working with your state to provide expertise

� Getting involved with RODA 

� And don’t forget to use the Council’s website to stay up to date!




